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Question Answer 

Transportation: 

1. Wheelchair Accessible mileage at $.70 per 

miles, when does that kick in?   

Small Facilities (1-2 and 3-4 bed AFH’s and 5-8 bed 

CBRF’s) have a couple of options: some have their 

own vehicles and could transport members, if they do 

not have their own transport, they could work with 

another transportation company to provide transport. 

The AFH provider would get the reimbursement for 

mileage starting at mile 101 from Inclusa and if they 

use an outside vendor they could us this money to pay 

the cost of transportation.  We pay the provider; we 

do not pay outside vendors for this transportation. 

Large Facilities (greater than 8 bed CBRF’s and 

RCAC’s) we could pay the provider if they have the 

availability to provide this transportation starting at 

mile 1; however, some larger providers do not have 

that option due to staffing patterns, etc. so Inclusa 

could authorize an outside vendor.                                       

           

2. Are we going to have to contact IDT Staff to 

enter the authorization each month? 

 

No, the auth will be good for 6 months, but you will 

have a monthly amount entered based on the 

discussion with the IDT 

3. When we are transporting Members (i.e. to 

place of employment) Can we only claim 

mileage for when Members are in the vehicle 

and not when you are alone and coming back 

from drop off? 

 

No.  You will be able to bill for the trip when the 

member is being dropped off as well as your return 

mileage back to your facility.  If you decide to run 

other errands, such as grocery shopping once the 

member is dropped off or picked up from 

employment those miles should not be allocated to 

the member. 

4. If we are we authorized 100 miles for the 

entire month.  Does a new 100 miles start the 

then following month? 

Yes, Small Facilities (1 -2 bed, 3-4 bed AFH’s and 5 – 8 

bed CBRF’s) If that is the amount agreed upon at the 

member’s review then the 100 miles would start over 

at the beginning of the next month.     

5. What if a member has multiple doctor 

appointments? 

 

Small Facilities - these trips would count towards the 

100 miles but if the member has increase in   

appointments in a month and you need to have more 

miles authorized for that month you should reach out 

to IDT 

6. Is there a flat rate for per trip or just mileage? The Provider and Inclusa IDT Staff will have a 

conversation around whether the Member requires 

wheelchair transport.  This will be a collaborative 

discussion and decision.  Transportation will be 
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reimbursed at $.41/mile and wheelchair accessible 

transportation will be reimbursed at $.70/mile. 

7. If we have to drive and staff must sit and wait 

for a member at an appointment, will we be 

able to charge for the staff time?  

No, at this time, we have not built in reimbursement 

for staff time.  

8. Will IDT Staff be analyzing medical trips for 
their members to see if it will be financially 
feasible for us (providers) upon 
admission/referral? 

IDT staff are encouraged to have this discussion with 

providers at the time of referral.  IDT staff should be 

offering the most accurate information they have at 

the time so you can assess the transportation needs at 

the time of referral.       

9. Are you looking at mental health 
appointments as you are look at medical 
appointments such as dialysis, chemo?   

Small Facilities – No, these type of trips would count 

towards the 100 miles that is part of your care and 

supervision rate.  

10. Dialysis, chemo, will still be exceptions 
correct? 

Small Facilities – Yes these are exception.  

Reimbursement for these trips would start at mile 1 if 

you are doing the transporting.  The IDT could also 

authorize an outside vendor. 

11. At a person’s 6 month review it is determined 
they do not need SMV (wheelchair) 
transportation but there is a change 3 months 
later and they are now wheelchair bound; 
what should occur? 

The provider should reach out to the team to have a 

discussion around the change and to re-evaluate the 

authorization. 

12. Why didn’t we have any transportation 

previously? Is this new? 

Yes, for most of our regions. We did have some 

different ways to address exceptions, etc. But this will 

be new to many providers.  

13. What about if we transport a member to visit 

family 2 hours away? 

You should have a conversation with the IDT to 

discuss specific situation.   

14. Should IDT staff be notified of 

appointments/mileage? 

We expect you to track mileage and teams should 

know about medical appointments as they should be 

kept up to date on what is happening with the 

member. 

15. Are transportation authorizations going to be 

entered for all members come 1/1/19? 

No, for current members living in the facility, the 

authorization will start after their first MCP review 

starting in January. Implementation will take 6 months 

as we have members with different review months. 

16. Will skilled nursing facilities be affected?       No, this Scope of Service is not for Nursing Homes 

17. Does taking someone to employment count 

towards this transportation? 

 If the member is attending employment or day 

services at a facility and that employment/day 

services center offers transportation as a contracted 

service with Inclusa and has been authorized for a 

member: The auth would not change and the 

employment/day services center would continue to 
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transport the member and Inclusa would continue to 

authorize the transportation with the 

employment/day service center.  

If the residential provider is currently providing or 

paying for the transportation to employment or day 

services, the following Scope of Service information 

below would apply: 

Small Facilities (1-2 bed AFH, 3-4 Bed AFH, 5-8 bed 

CBRF) Transportation for scheduled medical 

appointments (medical transportation) and 

employment, prevocational services, and/or day 

services, etc. (non-medical transportation) are 

included in care and supervision up to the first 100 

miles per member per month. Starting at mile 101, 

the provider could be reimbursed for this service 

outside of the care and supervision rate. 

Large Facilities (CBRF>8 bed Facility and RCAC 

Transportation) Transportation for scheduled medical 

appointments (medical transportation) and 

employment, prevocational services, and/or day 

services, etc. (non-medical transportation) are 

excluded from care and supervision. Facility and IDT 

should first look to coordinate transportation through 

natural supports. If this is not available, transportation 

could be authorized and reimbursed separately as 

needed. Facility should work with IDT to coordinate 

transportation services using an Inclusa contracted 

vendor. 

18. Transportation what are you looking for 

tracking? 

We don’t have a specific requirement of how miles 

are tracked. Will do have an optional mile log on our 

Inclusa website that you are welcome to use but this 

is not a required form.    

19.  2 members are going to the same clinic and it 

is 8 miles.  How do we split the miles?   

Each member would have 4 miles tracked.     

20. How does a provider prove they went over 

100 miles? 

At the time of the members review you will be 

discussing the number of miles authorized.  If you 

want, you can begin to track the miles so you have 

this information to present at the member’s review.   

21. Just had a meeting for 6-month review, (in 

November) when will I get to discuss 

transportation and begin bill?    

Changes will be discussed at the first review in 2019 

which in this case would be May and then following 

that review this member’s transportation 

authorization would begin.   
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Billing/Authorizations: 

1. Are we able to back bill for 2019?  

 

 

 
 

Authorization will not be able to be paid retroactively. 

We expect the IDT, Member and Provider to 

determine the typical monthly amount but again 

reach out to your team mid-month if you need to 

provide more transportation and they will be able to 

adjust for that month 

2. When is it effective? 

 

1/1/19 for all new admissions. Current members will 

be competed and eligible for this at the time of next 

review 

3. So, if they have increased appointments 

before their review, is it handled like it is 

currently.  

Yes 

 

4. Will the authorizations be in the portal? 

 

Yes, you will see the authorizations outlined as below:   

Small Facility (1-2 bed AFH, 3-4 Bed AFH, 5-8 bed 

CBRF) – providers had 2 service lines attached to 

contract under non-medical transportation, but this 

covers all transportation.  

 Large Facilities (CBRF>8 bed Facility and RCAC   

Transportation) transportation.  

  – provider has 2 service lines attached to contract 

under medical transportation, but it covers all 

transportation.   

 

5. Review scheduled for 12/10/18, do we have 

to wait until their 2019 review for new 

transportation authorizations? 

Yes 

 

6. When will authorizations numbers be 

changed? 

After 6 months 

 

7. Will it take 5-6 weeks to get new 

authorizations entered as it did previously to 

be able to bill against? 

It should not take that long as the team will have the 

ability to add right after the review 

 

8. Are rate in the in the Scope of Service? No, rates are part of your contract. 

9. I was never able to bill for transportation, is 

this new? 

 

Yes, per this scope of service that goes into effect on 

1/1/19 for all new admissions. The current members 

will be reviewed at the next review (starting in 

January) so the effective date will be dependent on 

their review month 

10. How do we bill for transportation separately? 

 

Small Facility (1-2 bed AFH, 3-4 Bed AFH, 5-8 bed 

CBRF) – providers had 2 service lines attached to 

contract under non-medical transportation, but this 

covers all transportation.  
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Large Facility (CBRF>8 bed Facility and RCAC   

Transportation) – provider has 2 service lines attached 

to contract under medical transportation, but it covers 

all transportation. 

11. When it takes a long time to get 

authorizations, who do we contact? 

Outreach to team or MSM.   

Room & Board: 

1. How can we bill C & S when member is 

outside of facility? 

You need to reach out to the IDT to have a                          

conversation around the member absence process        

      

2. Is Room and Board was still getting paid when 

member is at hospital/NH? 

 

It will get paid through end of the current month. 

Member can pay the “rent” to hold their bed/room 

after this but it’s between member and provider. You 

will need to work with IDT 

3. Member went to NH, but member was paying 

Room and Board and at same time, respite 

inquiry was made, could they utilize bed for 

respite while member absent? 

No 

4. Provider gives 30-day notice and Inclusa does 

not move member within 30 days, can we 

charge you guys? 

We will continue to pay if the member is still in the 

home 

 

5. What happens when a 30-day notice is given, 

and additional staff are required to ensure 

members health and safety until member 

moves?  

Reach out to IDT to discuss the support that may be 

needed, and they can work with you on the specific 

situation 

 

6. Who do we talk to if we feel the case 

management staff is not working to find 

alternative placement? 

You can reach out to IDT’s Member Support Manager 

 

7. Individual moving in from NH, previously was 

living alone and has multiple belongings? Who 

is responsible for sorting through that? 

This should be a collaborative conversation as all 

situations are member specific 

 

8. Substitute care rate how is it calculated into 

care and supervision of OO? 

Substitute Care or Respite is included in your daily 

rate.  

9. How do we inform you of a vacancy? 

 

There is a form that can be completed its located on 

Inclusa website or you can email this to provider 

network 

10. How do you get off the list of vacancies? 

 

We could put you on a hold per your request. We 

acknowledge we have some work to do around this 

process.   

11. What is the dollar amount for the food 

portion of room and board?  

$6.38/day 
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12. Would we be required to do a 30-day notice if 

we/the member decide not to come back to 

the facility after the room and board has 

ended after member extended absence? 

No, you would not need to give a 30-day notice in this 

situation.   

13. Is Room and Board staying the same for 2019, 

are the HUD rates remaining the same? 

Our room and board is staying the same, but HUD 

rates did change.  We did not elect to change as this 

could have resulted in decreases for many of our 

counties.   

 

14. Why isn’t room and board paid for 30 days as 

previously done versus through the end of the 

month?  If a member goes into the hospital on 

the 29th, it seems unbalanced.  

There were differences in regions, we will take this 

into account as we continue to evaluate throughout 

2019.  Talk with your team as this could fall within the 

member absence process.   

15. Is Inclusa suggesting we as providers do not 

ask the family to pay for the full room and 

board rate when they are absence for 

hospitalization and/or NH? 

We would look to you as the provider to work with 

the IDT as well as family as we do have a process to 

address member absences from the facility. Since the 

member is responsible for Room and Board and they 

are not being provided “food” during the time 

described you would be able to bill the rent portion 

directly to the member 

16. What are the requirements around internet 

access & social media access in room vs 

common area?  

Telephone and/or media access include access to 

make and receive calls and acquisition of information 

and news.  Some examples may include, but are not 

limited to newspaper, TV or internet.  The provider 

may have cable in the common area but if a member 

wants it in their room this would not be the provider’s 

responsibility.   

17. Is the CBRF responsible for paying for the 

meal if they go out to eat?    

No  

Supplies: 

1. Are Safety Lancets the responsibility of 

provide? 

                                                                                                        

Yes, Inclusa will pay for regular lancets. 

2. With Hoyer lifts; does Inclusa provide the 

sling? 

Yes, if the member requires a specific sling.  

3. Nutritional supplements, if it is a 

replacement of a meal, is the provider 

responsible for that?  

Yes 

 

4. What if we (RCAC/Greater than 8 bed CBRF) 
don’t have anyone who needs a Hoyer/EZ 
but then get an admission that does require 
the equipment? 

 

If you are not a provider that takes member with 

Hoyer’s typically and we are looking to admit 

someone the team would have a conversation with 

you. This could potentially be covered by Inclusa 
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based on the RAD process. This Hoyer then would be 

the “members” and would go with the member if they 

moved elsewhere 

5. Is there any reimbursement for gloves & 
bubble packing? 

No, this is the provider’s responsibility.  If you have a 

situation that you feel falls outside of the scope, you 

should reach out to the team to have further 

conversation.   

6. Member has MCP in November, the 
member line has purchased wipes & bubble 
packing? 

There will be no changes to the member’s 

authorization until after the first review in 2019 

occurs.   

7. Is the provider responsible for Chuck Pads 
on provider owned furniture? 

Yes  

8. Does Inclusa pay for safety lancets? No, we only pay for regular lancets 

Provider Performance: 

1. Provider may accompany to appointment, 

that is gray. What is the expectation? 

We encourage the use of natural supports when 

possible. There should be a conversation with teams 

on the specific member’s situation 

2. Job Coaching & transportation this provider 

built into C&S for doing this?  

Having conversation with team rate built in 

3. Rate agreement for 7 days to be returned 

what’s the expectation for Inclusa to get it 

back to them to have them sign? 

Inclusa has identified gaps in this process – internally 

making process changes – this is in review 

Resources/Reporting: 

1. Where do we get a copy of the regression 

model? 

There is a form on the Inclusa Website under the 

Resources, other resource and the document is called 

“Residential Provider Request for Rate Tool”   

2. Is this power point going to be available on 

the website? 

Yes, it has been uploaded and can be found under 

Provider – Resource – Residential Scope or Service 

Training – there is one for small facilities and one for 

large facilities (>8 bed CBRF’s and RCAC’s)    

3. I have questions on your reporting. I have sent 

in MARS and financial records for members to 

IDT staff monthly, is that still an expectation? 

No, you do not need to send these documents in 

monthly.  Teams should be able to review these when 

in the homes.  There may be times when we would 

request to have copies if there is a situation that 

warrants investigation.   

4. 24 hr. deadline over weekend are we stuck on 

this time frame for reporting incidents? 

The 24 hour deadline, is 24 BUSINESS hours as 
outlined in the Provider Incident Report Training 
located on our website on the Provider Resources 
page:  https://www.inclusa.org/wp-
content/uploads/Provider-Incident-Report-
Training.pdf  

5. Can residents that are protectively placed be 

immediately discharged? 

If this situation arises you should consult with your 

team.   

https://www.inclusa.org/wp-content/uploads/Provider-Incident-Report-Training.pdf
https://www.inclusa.org/wp-content/uploads/Provider-Incident-Report-Training.pdf
https://www.inclusa.org/wp-content/uploads/Provider-Incident-Report-Training.pdf
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Behavioral Health: 

1. Behavioral Support Plan we got a lot of 

specifics from IDT Staff and felt like a lot of 

work for the provider versus collaboration 

We encourage you to reach out to the Member 

Support Manager if you have specific concerns. We 

also have a Behavioral Health team that can be a 

resource to the teams when BSP’s are being 

developed. For the success of the member we want 

the development to be a collaborative approach 

 


